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Bandrole Purchase Tender dated 20.07.2022

The tender for �Buying 400.000.000 (four hundred million) holographic banderole in 16.5mm x 16.5mm
size� with 2022/531877 �KN announced on the Public Procurement Authority EKAP page on 14.06.2022
was held on 20.07.2022 at 11: 00 on Atatürk Boulevard. It will be held at the General Directorate of
Copyrights at Derman Sokak No:29 Opera-Alt�nda�/ANKARA. Administrative specifications, technical
specifications, contract draft and standard forms regarding the tender are attached. 

2022 Standard Forms 
2022 Bandrol Technical Specification 
2022 531877 Administrative Specification 
2022 531877 Draft Contract

 

400000000 (four hundred million) holographic banderols in the size of 16.5 mmx16.5 mm
DRAFT CONTRACTING FOR THE PURCHASE OF GOODS

      where am i :
        Announcements
       
        Tender Announcements

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
�KN (�Tender Registration Number�): 2022/531877
Article 1 - Parties to the Convention
1.1. This agreement is signed by the GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF COPYRIGHTS, MINISTRY
OF CULTURE AND TOURISM , on the one hand, and the DEPARTMENT OF THE MINISTRY
(hereinafter referred to as the Administration). on each side between ……………… (hereinafter referred to
as the Contractor) as written below � contracted under the terms.
Article 2 - Information about the parties
2.1. your administration

a) Name: GENERAL DIRECTORATE OF COPYRIGHTS, MINISTRY OF CULTURE AND
TOURISM.
b) Address: Atatürk Bulvar� Derman Sokak No: 29 06050 Opera - ALINDA� / ANKARA
c) Telephone number: 3124706814
�) Fax number�: 3124706821
d) E-mail address (if any): mustafa.canigur@ktb.gov.tr
e) Electronic notification address:

2.2. contractor's
a) Name and surname/Trade title: ...................................... ..............
b) TR Identity Number: ............................................. .......................
c) Tax Identity Number: ............................................. .....................
�) Contractor's main address for notification: ......................................... .....
d) Telephone number: ................................................. .....................
e) Notification base fax number: ............................................. ..........
f) Notification based e-mail address (if any): ..................................
g) Electronic notification address: ............................................. ..........

2.3. Both sides 2.1 and 2.2. have accepted the addresses specified in the articles as notification addresses.
Unless the address changes are duly notified to the other party, the notification to the last reported address

https://www.ktb.gov.tr/Eklenti/98703,2022-standart-formlarpdf.pdf?0
https://www.ktb.gov.tr/Eklenti/98704,2022bandroltekniksartnamepdf.pdf?0
https://www.ktb.gov.tr/Eklenti/98705,2022-531877idarisartnamedoc.doc?0
https://www.ktb.gov.tr/Eklenti/98706,2022-531877sozlesmetasarisidoc.doc?0
https://www.ktb.gov.tr/TR-97181/duyurular.html
https://www.ktb.gov.tr/TR-152953/ihale-duyurulari.html
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is deemed to have been made to the related party.
2.4. The parties may also make a notification by other means such as courier, fax or e-mail, provided that
the written notification is made in due time.
Article 3 - Language of the Convention
3.1. The contract has been prepared in Turkish.
Article 4 - Definitions
4.1. In the implementation of this Agreement; Public Procurement Law No. 4734, Public Procurement
Contracts Law No. 4735, Goods Procurement Contracts Implementation Regulation and Goods
Procurement Inspection, Inspection and Acceptance �� The definitions in the Regulation on the
Transactions and the tender document are valid.
Article 5 - Definition of the subject of the contract/purchase
5.1. The subject of the contract; The purchase of 16.5mm x 16.5mm holographic banderol , the amount
of which is specified below and the technical properties of which are regulated in the technical
specifications , required by the administration , together with the tender document, It is the supply by the
Contractor and delivery to the Administration within the conditions determined in the follow-up.
5.1.1. Amount of goods / goods to be purchased within the scope of the contract:
5.1.1.1.
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Sequence
No.

explanation Unit of Quantity�

one 16.5 mmx16.5 mm Holographic Banderole piece 400,000,000
5.1.1.2. The goods / goods to be procured with this Agreement will be delivered in accordance with the
regulations in the contract and its annexes.
Article 6 - Type and price of the contract
This contract is a unit price contract, and the quantity of each work item in the administrative scale and the
unit prices offered by the Contractor for these work items The sum of the amounts found by the product of
………………………. .... (in numbers and text) was concluded over the price.
The unit prices proposed by the Contractor in the unit price offer table and used in the determination of the
contract value are taken as basis in paying the prices of the goods purchased and the works performed.
Article 7 - Expenses included in the contract price
7.1. Taxes, duties and charges included in the contract price
7.1.1. Regarding the fulfillment of the commitment, the Contractor will say during the implementation of
the contract in accordance with the relevant legislation, (DDP [Delivered Duty Paid for foreign
tenderers) / Delivery Place of Delivery: General Directorate of Copyrights, Atatürk Bulvarı Derman
Sokak No:29 Opera-Altın�/ ANKARA], depending on the delivery form) all kinds of taxes ( VAT
excluded), duties, fees and similar expenses that may arise are included in the contract price.
7.1.2. Value Added Tax to be calculated in accordance with the relevant legislation is not included in the
contract price and will be paid to the contractor by the Administration.
7.2. Other expenses included in the contract price
7.2.1. Regarding the fulfillment of the commitment, the Contractor will say during the implementation of
the contract in accordance with the relevant legislation, (DDP [Delivered Duty Paid for foreign
tenderers) will be delivered Place: General Directorate of Copyrights, Atatürk Bulvarı Derman
Sokak No:29 Opera-Altında�/ ANKARA] depending on the delivery method) all kinds of
transportation, insurance , expenses related to the fulfillment of the issues in the technical
specification and other taxes, fees, etc. that may arise. All expenses are included in the contract price.
Article 8 - Annexes to the Convention
8.1. The tender document is an annex and inseparable part of this contract and binds the Administration
and the Contractor. However, in case of contradictions or differences between the provisions of the
contract and the provisions in the documents constituting the tender document, the tender document The
provisions in.
8.2. The order of priority among the documents that make up the tender document is as follows:

1) Administrative Specification
2) Technical specification
3) Contract draft
4) Written explanations

8.3. The addendums of the above documents have the priority order of the document to which they belong.
Article 9 - Term of the contract
9.1. The duration of the contract is 120 calendar days from the date of employment .
Article 10 - The way and conditions of receiving the goods/goods and the delivery schedule
10.1. The place or places where the goods are delivered/made for
10.1.1. Atatürk Boulevard Derman Sokak No:29 Opera-Underground�/ ANKARA
10.2. starting date
10.2.1. The date on which the contract is signed is also the start date.
10.3. Delivery schedule and delivery date
10.3.1. Within the contract period, 100,000,000 pieces of banderol will be delivered by the contractor
in 4 batches every 30 days from the start date.
10.4. Change in delivery schedule
10.4.1. The contractor has to comply with the authority approved delivery schedule. However, in
obligatory cases, changes can be made in the delivery program with the appropriate opinion of the
administration. If there is a time extension approved by the authority, the contractor will set up a delivery
schedule according to the new situation within five working days, starting from the date of notification of
this matter. � has to arrange.
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Article 11 - Provisions on the guarantee
11.1. The amount and duration of the performance guarantee:
11.1.1. Contractor.................................................[Guarantee amount� It will be written in numbers and
letters.] has given as a guarantee.
11.1.2. The term of the performance guarantee is until the date of ../../.... In case of an extension of time to
the contractor within the framework of the provisions of this contract, the term of the performance bond is
renewed until the extended period.
11.2. Additional performance guarantee:
11.2.1. In case of payment of price difference, 6% of the price to be paid as price difference, in case of job
increase, 6% of the increase amount. Additional performance bond is taken over the values   accepted as
The additional performance bond amount, which is calculated over the price to be paid as a price
difference, can also be covered by deducting the progress payments.
11.2.2. If the additional performance bond is a letter of guarantee, the duration of the additional
performance bond cannot be less than the duration of the performance bond.
11.2.3. Performance and additional performance bonds given by the contractor can be replaced with the
values   specified in Article 34 of the Law No. 4734.
11.3. Return of performance bond and additional performance bond:
11.3.1. Fulfilling the commitment in accordance with the contract and the provisions of the tender
document, Determining that the Contractor does not have any debts to the Administration for this work and
upon the receipt of the unattached certificate from the Social Security Institution; If the purchase is a
purchase of goods with a visible warranty period, half of the purchase is purchased after the warranty
period expires, and the rest is purchased for which the warranty period is not visible. If there is any, all of it
is returned to the Contractor.
11.3.2. In case the debts of the Contractor to the Administration and the Social Security Institution due to
the subject matter of the contract and the legal tax deductions made from the payments counted as wages
and fees are not paid until the final acceptance date, Without the need to protest and take a decision,
performance bonds are converted into money and deducted against their debts, and the remainder, if any, is
returned to the contractor.
11.3.3. In cases where deduction is not required according to the above provisions; Performance bond that
is not returned due to not being requested despite the written warning of the administration within two
years from the acceptance date of the goods or goods subject to purchase or the expiry date of the warranty
period, if any. letters remain null and void and are returned to the issuing bank or insurance company.
Guarantees other than the letter of guarantee are recorded as income to the Treasury at the end of the
period.
11.3.4. Whatever the case may be, the guarantees obtained by the administration cannot be seized and
precautionary measures cannot be placed on them.

Article 12 - Payment place and conditions�
12.1. place of payment
12.1.1. Contract-related payments by the administration including VAT ................................. Ministry of
Culture and Tourism from the relevant general budget amount for the 2022 fiscal year, whose
..............-TL is specified in the tender approval document. By the Central Accounting Directorate;
VAT included ...............................................- TL will be made from the special part of our General
Directorate in . The payment terms and payment time are given below, provided that the goods purchased
by the contractor are delivered in accordance with the contract and tender documents. is also arranged.
12.2. �payment terms and time�
12.2.1. (Amendment: 29/11/2016-29903 RG/13 art.) The currency of payment is Turkish Lira.
12.2.2. The Administration shall make the payment to the Contractor or its representative within 30
days at the latest, upon the written request of the Contractor, following the issuance of the acceptance
report by the Inspection and Acceptance Commission .
12.2.3. This item is left blank.

Article 13 - Conditions and amount of advance payment�
13.1. No advance will be given to the contractor during the execution of the commitment.
Article 14 - Price Difference
14.1. Price difference will not be calculated. However, if the expiry date is extended by giving an extension
due to force majeure or reasons arising from the administration, taking into account the principles
regarding the price difference in force. price difference will be calculated.
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14.1.1. No changes can be made in the principles and procedures regarding the price difference in the
contract after the contract is signed.
Article 15 - Information and responsibilities regarding subcontractors
15.1. In this request, no sub-Contractor will be employed and all work will be done by the Contractor
himself.
Article 16 - Obligations of the contractor
16.1. General obligations of the contractor
16.1.1. The contractor is obliged to show the necessary care and attention to the works, the contracted
property/worker, the contract and the tender documents for the period determined, agrees and undertakes to
implement it within the amount and cost and to eliminate the defects that may occur in accordance with the
provisions of the contract. The Contractor, as it has been undertaken and in accordance with the program
related to this work, provides all kinds of machinery, tools and assistants required for the delivery and
assembly within the time of the goods. It has to prepare the facilities, provide all kinds of materials and
personnel. Due to the administration's non-compliance with the warnings and instructions or the violation
of the obligations specified in the contract, the administration and/or third parties may suffer a loss. In case
of contract, all kinds of damages and losses are compensated to the contractor.
16.1.2. During the construction for the contractor, the Law No. 4735 and other applicable laws, statutes,
regulations and similar legislation It is also obliged to comply with their terms. The Contractor is
responsible for the damages caused by the Contractor's breach of this obligation and for the damages and
losses inflicted to third parties, the environment or the administration personnel. In the event that the
damage and loss occurred in this way are compensated to a certain extent, the compensation amount is
collected by deducting from the receivables of the Contractor. In case the deductions to be made from the
Contractor cannot meet the receivables from the Administration, the remaining amount is met by
converting the Contractor's performance bond and, if any, additional performance bond into cash. In cases
where the receivable from the Administration cannot be collected even in this way, the amount of the
receivable is collected from the Contractor according to the general provisions.
16.1.3. The contractor is responsible for the protection of the contracted goods until they are delivered to
the Administration. The contractor, before the delivery of the goods to the administration, earthquake,
flood, landslide, storm, fire, theft, third parties He has to replace the goods with a new one in cases where
the goods are lost, partially or completely damaged, including the damages to be caused by him.
16.1.4. The contractor is obliged to deliver the goods in accordance with the regulations made by the
authorized institutions regarding the placing of the product on the market and the product safety.
16.1.5. If the contractor is a legal person and the document showing the work experience presented in the
tender is more than half the share of the contractor and the tenders to be held in accordance with the Law
no. 4734 In the event that it belongs to the partner authorized to represent and manage the execution of the
negotiations, the contractor shall submit the statement containing the following statement to the
administration together with every right. presents.
.............................(The issue date of the document submitted within the scope of the offer will be written.)
dated There has been no change in the information in the Partnership Detection Document and all of the
documents showing our partner's work experience are another type. We undertake that it is not used by a
private person.
16.2. Obligations of the contractor for the installation
16.2.1. This item is left blank.
16.3. �� program�
16.3.1. This item is left blank.
16.4. Safety Precautions
16.4.1. This item is left blank.
16.5. Responsibilities of the contractor regarding the personnel employed
16.5.1. This item is left blank.
16.6. Transport of goods
16.6.1. The contractor is responsible for the assembly, packaging, loading, transportation, delivery,
unloading, storage and maintenance of all goods and materials required for the work. responsible for its
protection. The Contractor is responsible for any damage that may occur during the transportation of the
materials.
16.6.2. During the transportation of the goods, the Contractor will make the necessary effort to prevent
damage to the roads and bridges due to its own personnel. For this purpose, it is essential to use suitable
vehicles and roads. If it is necessary to obtain permission from the competent authorities regarding the use
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of the roads, the necessary permissions are provided by the Contractor before the start of the transportation
process. Due to the use of access roads, all kinds of requests from the relevant institutions and
organizations are met by the Contractor.
16.7. Warranty and maintenance, repair
16.7.1. Warranty: Minimum 2 years after the acceptance of the goods to be delivered by the contractor .
there will be a warranty period. The Contractor is responsible for issuing the warranty documents of these
goods on behalf of the Administration and delivering the original copies to the Administration. In the event
that it is not possible to issue a guarantee document on behalf of the administration regarding the
purchased goods, the contractor has to submit a document containing the commitments regarding the
guarantee to the Administration. The Contractor will be required to rectify any errors, defects and
deficiencies that will be detected during the contract period in the material covered by the guarantee, by the
person or organization providing the guarantee. In the event that this obligation is not fulfilled by the
Contractor, the Administration shall deduct all the expenses it will make to provide the warranty from the
Contractor's receivables or guarantee the guarantee. It collects n� by converting it into money.
16.7.1.1. The contractor, the goods; During the warranty period, in case of malfunction due to material and
radiant or assembly faults, the cost of light, the cost of the replaced part or any other sub-name It is obliged
to make or have it repaired without any charge in the first place.
16.7.1.2. During the warranty period, the contractor undertakes maintenance at the periods specified in the
product's user manual or other documentation, at the cost of all kinds of consumables [ its own ]. It will
add.
16.7.1.3. In case of malfunction of the product, the period of repair is added to the warranty period.
16.7.2. After-sales maintenance, repair and spare parts supply
16.7.2.1. The repair period of the goods is a maximum of 10 working days. This period starts from the date
when the defect regarding the goods is reported to the contractor or the authorized service. If the defect of
the goods cannot be fixed within 10 working days, the contractor allocates another property with similar
characteristics to the administration until the end of the repair.
16.7.2.2. From the date of delivery of the goods to the Administration, within the warranty period specified
above, excluding usage errors, within one year; The same fault is repeated 3 times, or different faults occur
more than 5 times , or the sum of different faults is 10 more than within the specified warranty period. and
in the event that these malfunctions result in the inability to benefit from the goods, the contractor is
obliged to change the finances. However, if the goods consist of more than one unit, the contractor is only
responsible for replacing the unit or units where the malfunction occurred.
16.7.3. Despite the fact that the contractor has been ruled in the contract; The Contractor is responsible for
the elimination of damages and damages that may occur in the goods due to his refusal or delayed
fulfillment of the maintenance and repair obligations. If the repair of the goods has become impossible due
to the contractor's failure to fulfill its maintenance and repair obligations in full or on time, and this
situation is not covered by the warranty. In the latter case, the Contractor will be obliged to provide the
same product free of charge.
Article 17 - Education
17.1. This item is left blank.
Article 18 - Documentation of the product subject to purchase
18.1. This item is left blank.
18.1.1. This item is left blank.
Article 19 - New model
19.1. This item is left blank.
Article 20 - Packaging
20.1.
6.1. Holographic banderols will be produced in rolls of 5,000 (five thousand) pieces and each roll; It
will be in a bag labeled with a label indicating the roll number, the number of banderols and the
serial numbers on the roll. 

6.2. Holographic banderols will be placed in boxes of 100,000 (one hundred thousand) each
containing 20 (twenty) rolls. There will be two labels on the top and side surfaces of the parcels
containing the number of banderols, serial number, banderole type and the parcel number.

6.3. 6.2. Delivery will be made in boxes of 400,000 (four hundred thousand) (number of holographic
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banderols) by placing 4 (four) parcels in a box. There will be two labels on the top and side surfaces
of the boxes, including the number of banderols in the box, the serial number range, the parcel
number, the date of manufacture, the company's trade name and address. 

6.4. The contractor company, the production and delivery information of the banderols; It will keep
on the basis of production and shipment date, serial number, roll, parcel and box numbers and will
be submitted when requested.
.
20.2. Damages, damages and deficiencies that may occur due to improper packaging of the goods and
which are not covered by the insurance belong to the Contractor.
Article 21 - Advertising law
21.1. This item is left blank.
Article 22 - Intellectual and industrial property rights
22.1. This item is left blank.
Article 23 - Amendment to the contract
23.1. After the contract is signed, provided that the contract price is not exceeded and the contracting
authority and the contractor mutually agree, the following Changes may be made in the provisions of the
contract in the matters stated below:

a) The place of assembly or delivery of the goods.
b) The duration of the goods, provided that they are assembled and delivered before the deadline,
and the payment terms in accordance with this period.

23.2. Except in these cases, no changes can be made in the terms of the contract and no additional contracts
can be arranged.
Article 24 - Additional works that can be done within the scope of the contract, lack of work and
liquidation of the job
24.1. In case the job increase is mandatory due to unforeseen circumstances, for;

a) Remaining in the subject of the contract,
b) It is not technically or economically possible to leave the main job without causing any burden
on the administration,
In the purchase of goods, which are tendered by receiving unit price offers, up to 20% of the
contract price, with the terms of the contract and the contract in the tender document, except for the
time. Additional work may be outsourced to the same Contractor in terms of sets.

24.2. In the event that it is understood that the work cannot be completed within these conditions, the
account will be liquidated according to the general provisions without any increase. In this case, it is
obligatory for the Contractor to fulfill the contract in accordance with the tender documents and the terms
of the contract until the contract price is completed.
24.3. In this tender, a job shortage can be made within the framework of Article 24 of the Public
Procurement Contracts Law no. 4735. If it is understood that the contract will be completed with less than
80% of the contract price for the subject of the tender, the Contractor shall pay the actual expenses
incurred. and the difference between 80% of the contract price and the amount for the contract price, in
return for the contractor's profit. It's called 5% of it.
Article 25 - Conditions and conditions for which a time extension may be granted
25.1. The situations in which a time extension may be granted due to force majeure are listed below.
25.1.1. Force majeure:

a) Natural disasters.
b) Legal strike.
c) General epidemic disease.
�) Partial or general mobilization announcement.
d) Other similar cases to be determined by the Public Procurement Authority when necessary.

25.1.2. In order for the above-mentioned cases to be accepted as force majeure and to extend the time to
the contractor, the situation to be considered as force majeure;

a) Not caused by the contractor's fault,
b) It is of a nature to prevent the fulfillment of the commitment,
c) The contractor's inability to remove this obstacle,
�) The contractor's written notification to the Administration within twenty days following the
date of the force majeure event,
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d) Certification by the competent authorities,
mandatory.
25.2. Situations where time extension will be granted due to administrative reasons
25.2.1. Failure of the administration to fulfill its obligations regarding the performance of the contract
within the specified time without the fault of the contractor and therefore its responsibility In the event that
delays that do not belong to the contractor occur, this situation prevents the fulfillment of the commitment
and the contractor has not been able to remove this obstacle, the work will be obstructive. Depending on
the reasons and the nature of the work to be done, the time for some or all of the work is extended until the
minimum delay.
25.2.2. In the event that the contractor is given an extension of time, the contractor shows the new delivery
times and notifies the administration of the delivery schedule within five working days at the latest.
25.3. In case of an increase of ��, the duration of the for is extended proportionally to this increase for
the relevant part or for the whole.
Article 26 - Insurance
26.1. This item is left blank.
Article 27 - Obligations of the administration
27.1. Delivery of the workplace to the contractor in works that require assembly
27.1.1. This item is left blank.
27.2. Delivery of plans and projects to the contractor in assembly works
27.2.1. This item is left blank.
27.3. Permits and licenses
27.3.1. This item is left blank.
27.4. staff of the administration
27.4.1. This item is left blank.
Article 28 - Notifications, consents, approvals, documents and determinations
28.1. All kinds of transactions between the Administration and the Contractor regarding the
implementation of the contract are made in writing. According to the contract, for one of the parties to give
a permit, approval, document, consent or determination, notice, call regarding the execution and delivery
of the goods. or when an invitation is required, these transactions are made in writing between the parties.
28.2. The Administration or the Contractor makes or has made such determination in writing, in cases
where a determination is required regarding the execution of the contract and/or the delivery of the goods.
It is produced and starts the report.
Article 29 - Contractor's attorney
29.1. The Contractor may appoint a responsible attorney with the approval of the Administration while
fulfilling its obligations arising from this contract. In this case, the Contractor, after the signing of the
contract, together with the authorization document to be issued to the notary public within the appropriate
notification periods and conditions, the name of the authorized representative (contractor representative) ,
surname, address and telephone number is obliged to notify the administration.
29.2. The contractor's representative will work with the authorized units or commissions of the
administration during the inspection and acceptance procedures or assembly processes.
Article 30 - Inspection, inspection and acceptance procedures
30.1.
1. Inspection and acceptance procedures of the holographic banners delivered will be carried out by
the commission to be formed by our General Manager. 

2. The company will also deliver 1,000 (thousand) holographic stickers in order to carry out the
inspection and acceptance procedures and to use them in future investigations. 

3. The inspection and acceptance committee will check or have the conformity of the delivered
holographic banners with the provisions of the technical specifications and the documents to be
delivered by the company. The examination and admission committee may send the holographic
banderols to the university or to the specialized institutions or organizations in the country to have
them examined. 

4. The manufacturer company is responsible for the costs of the tests and examinations to be made
by the inspection and acceptance commissions and the supply of the necessary materials and
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materials.

5. Partial acceptance will be made. 

6. In order to prevent errors that may arise during the production process of holographic banderols,
and to determine whether they are produced in accordance with the specifications specified in the
tender document, at every stage of production Inspections can be made by our General Directorate
at the facilities of the contractor company. 

7. In matters not regulated in this contract and its annexes, regarding inspection and acceptance
procedures; If there is a provision in the Regulation on the Procurement of Goods, Inspection and
Acceptance Procedures published by the Public Procurement Authority, these regulations will be
taken as basis.
.
30.2. In matters that are not regulated in this contract and its annexes, regarding inspection and acceptance
procedures; If there is a provision in the Regulation on the Procurement of Goods, Inspection and
Acceptance Procedures published by the Public Procurement Authority, these regulations will be taken as
basis.
Article 31 - Issuance of payment documents
31.1. If the goods to be delivered by the Contractor are to be received as a lump sum, in lots or in parts or
at a single time, by the Commission with the presence of the Contractor or his representative; on each
delivery;

a) The amount of goods delivered since the beginning of the contract,
b) The conformity of the goods or the work done to the contract and the technical specification in
its annex,
determined by an acceptance report. As a result of the report, the commission specifies the quality
of the goods, their compliance with the features specified in the technical specification, and the
faulty and defective ones, if any. The commission, without being limited to what is written here,
also fulfills the duties of the commission within the framework of the contract and technical
specifications, if any, within its own duties and powers. and includes it in its report within its
powers.

31.2. In the final part of the report, the commission accepts the goods as error-free and rejects them if the
goods/works do not meet the required specifications or do not comply with the technical specifications. A
report is prepared and presented to the administration.
31.3. The Administration initiates the payment process by issuing a payment document in accordance with
the legislation on payment of the price of the goods by attaching the acceptance document to the payment
document. However, making payments in letter of credit and advance payments is exempt from inspection
acceptance procedures.
31.4. This item is left blank.
Article 32 - Transfer conditions of the contract
32.1. The contract may be transferred to another person with the written permission of the tender authority
in obligatory cases. However, it is obligatory to seek the conditions in the first tender for those who will
take over. In addition, excluding the transfers made due to the name and status change, in the tenders held
within the scope of the Law no. 4734, a contract has been transferred. It cannot be transferred to another
contract or taken over by the same contractor in the following three years. Agreements that are transferred
or taken over without permission or that are transferred or taken over in three years following the date of
transfer of a contract are terminated, Provisions of Articles 20, 22 and 26 of the Provincial Law are
applied.
32.2. After the necessary permission is given by the tender authority, before the transfer contract is signed,
the Contractor who took over the contract is 6% of the contract price over the values   listed in the Law no.
4734. have to give the performance guarantee to the Administration at the rate of 1%. In this case, the
Administration returns the performance bond it has received from the transferor within the first business
day following the signing of the transfer agreement.
Article 33 - Works that do not comply with the contract and its annexes
33.1. The Contractor shall replace the goods, which do not comply with the contract and specifications or
are found to be incomplete and defective, free of charge, within the period determined by the
administration's instruction, in the form and condition of delivery, assembly and packaging. it must be
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corrected or corrected. Therefore, if there is a delay, the provisions of this contract regarding the delay
penalty are applied.
33.2. This item is left blank.
Article 34 - Penalties and deductions to be applied in case of delay and termination of the contract
34.1. 10 days if the Contractor does not deliver the goods or goods on time in accordance with the contract,
except for the cases of time extension specified in this contract, by the Administration. A late written
warning is given and a late penalty is applied.
34.2. In case the contractor does not deliver the part of the property subject to acceptance in accordance
with the contract, give a written warning of at least ten days by the administration. A delay penalty of one
thousandth of the cost of the undelivered part is applied for each calendar day delayed .
34.3. The delay penalty is deducted from the payments to be made to the contractor without the need for
protest. This penalty amount�; If it cannot be met from the payments and performance bonds and
additional performance bonds, if any, it is collected separately from the Contractor.
34.4. In case the same situation continues despite the expiry of the period specified in the notice, the
performance bond and, if any, additional performance bonds are recorded as income without the need for a
further protest, and the contract is terminated and the purchase subject The business is liquidated according
to the general provisions.
34.5. If, during the implementation of the contract, it is determined that the contractor has engaged in
prohibited acts or behaviors listed in Article 25 of the Law No. 4735, there will be no need to make an
additional protest. Permit performance bonds and, if any, additional performance guarantees are recorded
as income and the contract is terminated and the account is liquidated in accordance with the general
provisions.
34.6. The periods passed during the inspection made by the administration for the inspection and
acceptance of the goods delivered to the Administration within the period shall not be counted as the
period. In order to replace the goods delivered before the deadline and which do not comply with the
contract and its annexes, with the goods complying with the contract conditions, one time within the
delivery period . The contractor is given the opportunity to deliver. However, if the new goods are not
delivered within the given period or the delivered goods do not comply with the contract and its annexes, a
warning is made within the framework of the above regulations.
Article 35 - Termination and liquidation of the contract
35.1. Termination of the contract by the administration
35.1.1. The Administration terminates the contract in the following cases:

a) If the contractor does not fulfill its commitment in accordance with the provisions of the tender
document and the contract or does not complete it within the scope of the contract, this contract is
subject to delay penalty. The same situation continues despite the administration's warning
containing the time and explanations determined in this contract, with the penalty for delay at the
rate determined in the article regulating the
b) It is determined that the Contractor has engaged in prohibited acts or behaviors listed in Article
25 of the Law No. 4735 during the implementation of the contract,
In such cases, the performance bond and the additional performance bonds, if any, are recorded as
income and the contract is terminated and the account is liquidated in accordance with the general
provisions, without the need for additional protest.

35.2. Contractor's termination
35.2.1. The contractor, after the conclusion of the contract, states that it will not be able to fulfill its
commitment due to financial insolvency, except in cases of force majeure, and these � In case of notifying
the Administration in writing, together with the proving documents or decisions, the performance bond
and, if any, additional performance bonds are recorded as income without the need for a separate protest,
and the contract is terminated and the account is accounted for. liquidated according to general provisions.
35.3. Termination due to prohibited acts or behaviors before the contract
35.3.1. In case it is determined after the conclusion of the contract that the contractor has engaged in
prohibited acts or behaviors in the tender process according to the Law no. 4734, performance bonds and,
if any, additional performance bonds are received. is recorded and the contract is terminated and the
account is liquidated according to the general provisions. However, provided that at least 80% of the
commitment is completed and there is public interest in completing the commitment;

a) Lack of sufficient time for re-tendering the remaining part of the commitment due to its
immediacy,
b) It is not possible to make the commitment to another contractor,
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c) The prohibited act or behavior of the contractor is not of a nature to prevent him from completing
his commitment,
In such cases, the Administration may request the contractor to complete its commitment without
terminating the contract, and in this case, the contractor has to complete its commitment. However,
in this case, action is taken about the Contractor in accordance with the provisions of Article 26 of
the Law No. 4735 and the amount of the performance bond and, if any, additional performance
bonds are obtained from the contractor. penalty is charged. This penalty can also be collected by
deducting the deductions from the deserving ones.

35.4. Termination of the contract due to force majeure
35.4.1. In the event that the contract is terminated due to force majeure, the account regarding the
contracted works is liquidated in accordance with the general provisions, and the performance bond and, if
any, additional performance bonds are returned.
Article 36 - Determination of the termination date
36.1. According to Article 19 of the Law No. 4735, the transfer of the Contractor's termination request to
the Administration, the end of the period determined according to the first paragraph of the said Law,
Article 20, subparagraph (a), 20 In the annulments made pursuant to subparagraph (b) of the first
paragraph of Article 21 and article 21, the contract is deemed to be terminated as of the date of
determination of the reason for termination. Within seven days following these dates, the decision of
termination is taken by the Administration. This decision is notified to the Contractor within five days
following the decision date.
36.2. In case the contract is terminated pursuant to Articles 19, 20 and 21 of Law No. 4735, performance
bonds and, if any, additional performance bonds are accepted according to the index from the date they are
received to the date when income is recorded. is updated. The difference between the updated amount and
the amount of performance guarantee and additional performance guarantees, if any, is collected from the
Contractor. In cases where collateral is taken by deducting the payments, the retained amount will be
recorded as income, and the amount of collateral corresponding to the amount of work not done after the
date of termination of the contract is the same. It is updated accordingly and collected from the Contractor.
Guarantees recorded as income cannot be deducted from the debt of the Contractor.
36.3. In case the contract is terminated pursuant to the 19th, 20th and 21st articles of the Law no. 4735, the
Contractor shall take action in accordance with the provisions specified in the 26th article of the
aforementioned Law. is done. In addition, the Contractor is compensated for the loss and damage caused
by the Administration due to the termination of the contract. After the termination, the administration is
free to tender the work with one of the procedures determined in the Law No. 4734. The Contractor cannot
claim any rights because the remaining works are outsourced to another contractor.
Article 37 - Actions to be taken in case of termination
37.1. In case of termination of the contract, the Contractor stops the delivery. Fulfills other instructions
given by the Administration in accordance with the relevant legislation and the contract. If the contractor
fulfills the job at the workplace, the contractor leaves the workplace. The materials, tools, all papers and
documents given to him by the administration, the designs and drawings he has made for the job, with a
written report upon the request of the administration. delivers. The contractor and/or sub-contractor
immediately fulfills the instructions given by the administration regarding the protection of the workplace
and the security measures to be taken. The Contractor's documents may be used in case the Contractor
outsources the work to another contractor due to the termination of the contract. In this case, the Contractor
cannot claim any rights.
37.2. The Administration notifies in writing the installation materials and temporary facilities at the
Contractor's premises will be delivered. Upon this notice, the Contractor leaves the workplace at his own
risk and expense. If the Contractor has an amount to pay to the Administration, the Administration may
sell the materials and temporary facilities to meet this amount, and the remaining amount, if any, is paid to
the Contractor. The administration takes the general law provisions as a basis in these transactions.
37.3. As of the termination date, the Administration determines the amount of goods made or delivered by
the Contractor, the costs of eliminating errors and deficiencies, and the values   that must be paid to the
Contractor in accordance with the Contract. .
37.4. The Administration has the right to suspend payments to the Contractor until the costs to be made for
the elimination of errors and deficiencies are determined in the work with errors and omissions.
37.5. In cases where there is no agreement in the contract, the action is taken according to the general
provisions.
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37.6. In case the contract is terminated, the Contractor's performance bond and, if any, additional
performance bond:

a) If it is Turkish money in circulation, directly,
b) If the letter of guarantee is collected from the bank or insurance company,
c) By converting government bonds and bonds with Treasury guarantee,

income is recorded. Performance bond recorded as income cannot be deducted from the debt of the
Contractor.
Article 38 - Discharge of the contractor's goods in case of termination of the contract
38.1. This item is left blank.
Article 39 - Death, bankruptcy, serious illness, detention or conviction of the Contractor
39.1. In cases where the contractor is sentenced to death, bankruptcy, serious illness, detention or a
punishment restricting freedom of freedom, Law No. 4735 The procedure is established in accordance with
the relevant provisions.
39.2. In the commitments fulfilled by the joint venture, the death, bankruptcy, serious illness, arrest or
freedom-restricting action of one of the partners In cases where he is sentenced to a penalty, action is taken
in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Law no. 4735.
Article 40 - Liability for mistakes and defects after acceptance
40.1. If fraudulent materials are used in the delivered goods or the goods are not manufactured in
accordance with the technical requirements or if there are hidden defects in the goods/works, the goods
shall not comply with the technical specifications. The President requests the Contractor to replace it with
a good or to make it conform to the technical specification. The goods/products must be accepted by the
administration or have been inspected or accepted for the production phase or the pre-delivery
manufacturing phase. It does not remove the contractor's responsibility for delivering goods or doing
business in accordance with the terms of the contract.
40.2. It is impossible to prohibit the placing on the market, to collect them from the market or to make the
products safe by the authorized institutions in the field of market control and surveillance. In cases where it
is determined that it is not, the contractor is obliged to take back the goods or goods and return the sale
price. In addition, it is obliged to compensate for the damages caused by the use of these goods or goods.
The new model may be accepted if it is requested to replace the goods bought back by the contractor with
new models supplied to the market and this demand is deemed appropriate by the administration. No
additional payment is made for the new model.
Article 41 - Criminal liability of the contractor
41.1. Even if it is determined after the completion of �� and the acceptance process, one of the acts or
behaviors specified in Article 25 of the Law No. 4735, dated 26/9/2004 and numbered 5237. � According
to the provisions of the Turkish Penal Code No. 5237, about the Contractor and his partners or proxies who
engage in acts or behaviors that constitute a crime according to the Turkish Penal Code. A criminal
complaint is made to the authorized Public Prosecutor's Office for criminal prosecution according to the
law. In the event that a penalty is imposed on these persons, the provision of Article 27 of the Law no.
4735 shall apply.
Article 42 - Resolution of Disputes
42.1. Ankara courts and enforcement offices are authorized to settle any dispute that may arise from the
implementation of this contract and its annexes .
Article 43 - Cases where there is no judgment
43.1. In cases where there is no provision in this contract and its annexes, the provisions of the Law no.
4734 and the Law no. 4735, depending on its relevance, and in the absence of a provision in these Laws
The provisions of the Code of Obligations are applied.
Article 44 - Other matters
44.1. This item is left blank.
Article 45 - Enforcement
45.1. This contract enters into force on the date it is signed by the parties.
Article 46 - Signing of the contract
46.1. This contract consists of .................. clauses, after being fully read and understood by the
Administration and the Contractor.. / Signed on .. / .... as 1 (one) copy. In addition, the Administration shall
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issue the "authentic copy approved by the administration" of the contract and give it to the contractor upon
the request of the Contractor.
�MANAGEMENT CONTRACTOR�
�������� �������� ������������������ _ _


